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Address SETV 
15 rue Charlie Chaplin 
13200 Arles

Country France

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Supplier of laminated glass treatment machines, cutting machines 

The COMBI BICUT´D / GENY´D cuts and breaks the laminated glass in sheets of 3m21 in length and it separates the polyvinyl butyral with straight
cuts without using a flammable liquid.  

COMBI is complementary to a table float. It is mobile and adjustable in height so as to adapt to all sorts of tables on the market. 

There are many technical advantages of the COMBI : 
- Perfect superimposed cuts· constant pressure for the cut 
- The same breakage on either side 
- Constant heating temperature and thus no microscopic cracks or chips. 

The economical advantages of the COMBI are much appreciated. 
· Low cost investment 
· Better quality, hence less time spent on shaping 
· No more wastage due to microscopic cracks 
· Increase in productivity 

The advantages in terms of safety for the COBI are much approved of : 
· No need to turn the sheets 
· No use of flammable liquids 
· Rules and guidelines respected which is greatly favoured by the insurance and the factory inspector. 

Due to the vast number of advantages, COMBI belongs to the pieces of equipment that are must to those who want to market laminated glass using
limited space and not an exaggerated amount of financial investment. 

GENY´S is a necessity alongside the BICUT´S. This piece of equipment will enable you to separate the polyvinyl butyral of any shape without using a
flammable liquid. GENY´S is much appreciated for its quality cut. No more microscopic scratches or chips because the separation is made easier due
to a constant temperature throughout the entire operation. GENY´S leads to greater productivity because the separation of the polyvinyl butyral is done
in no time at all. While the GENY´S is separating the butyral, the cutter is working on the following. Glaziers who use GENY´S estimate the amount of
time saved to be about 40 % as compared to the classical method.
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